Since an MLC (multi-level cell) can be used in an SLC (singlelevel cell) mode, an MLC-based flash SSD typically uses a fixed small portion (called log partition) in the SLC mode to accommodate hot data so that its overall performance can be improved. In this paper, we show that a fixed capacity of a log partition without considering workload characteristics can lead to an unexpected overall performance degradation. Contrary to intuition, we notice that blindly enlarging the capacity of a log partition would also result in worse performance due to the increased garbage collection cost in a data partition, which serves cold data. How many MLCs should impersonate SLCs under a particular workload to achieve an optimized performance is still an open question. To answer this question, we first measure write costs on each partition and their impact on the overall performance of an SSD. Next, a hardware-validated write cost model is built. Based on the model, we demonstrate that for each workload there always exists an optimal partitioning scheme. Further, to verify the e ectiveness of our workload-aware dynamic partitioning strategy, we implement an FTL (flash translation layer) called BROMS (Best Ratio Of MLC to SLC), which adaptively adjusts the capacities of two partitions according to the workload characteristics. Experimental results from a hardware platform show that BROMS outperforms a fixed partitioning scheme by up to %.
INTRODUCTION
Emerging storage devices like NAND flash memory (hereafter, flash memory) based SSDs are being deployed on largescale supercomputers such as Gordon [ ] and Tsubame [ ] due to their desirable features like high I/O performance and low energy consumption. Typically, flash memory devices fall into two categories, SLC and MLC, based on the number of bits that a memory cell can store. An SLC flash memory cell can store only bit data, whereas or more bits can be stored in an MLC memory cell. An SLC memory device is more robust and delivers a much better performance [ , ] . For example, while a typical SLC flash memory can tolerate ≥ 100k program/erase (P/E) cycles with a ≥ 200µs programming delay, a -bit MLC can only survive ≥ 10K P/E cycles with a programming latency more than 1, 000µs [ ].
An MLC flash cell can work in an SLC mode by selectively using its fast pages [ , ] (see Section ). In other words, an MLC flash cell can impersonate an SLC flash cell, and thus, obtain an SLC-like performance at the cost of % capacity loss [ ]. Obviously, the performance-capacity trade-o is worthwhile considering that more than times performance improvement and the increasingly lower capacity per dollar of MLC flash [ ]. Inspired by this beneficial trade-o , previous work [ , , ] proposes to break down an MLC SSD into a small log partition and a large data partition. In the log partition, an MLC acts as an SLC so that a higher performance can be delivered. In the data partition, MLC memory cells work in their normal mode to provide a higher density but lower performance. Popular data are dispatched to the log partition, whereas unpopular data are assigned to the data partition. Therefore, a log partition is also called a hot partition and a data partition is called a cold partition. In the remainder of this paper, log partition and hot partition as well as data partition and cold partition are used interchangeably. The overall e ect is that an MLC-SLC partitioned MLC SSD can deliver performance close to that
In this work we only investigate -bit MLC flash, which is currently the dominant type of MLC flash. of an SLC SSD while keeping a capacity near to that of an MLC SSD. The capacity of a hot partition is usually small (typically % ≥ %) and is fixed to minimize the capacity loss [ , ] . However, a fixed partitioning for all applications largely overlooks the varying workload conditions among di erent applications, which could significantly a ect an SSD's performance.
Flash memory uses garbage collection (GC) to reclaim invalid pages [ ]. A partition with a higher utilization (i.e., the ratio between the size of valid data and the capacity of the partition) tends to have a higher GC cost because a large number of valid pages need to be transferred to a new location. As a result, the overall performance degrades. To understand the impact of workload characteristics on the performance of an SSD with a fixed MLC-SLC partitioning, we conduct a group of experiments on an emulated MLC-SLC SSD under real-world traces [ , ] . The total capacity of the SSD is set to Gb, among which % is configured as a hot partition. If a request whose size is less than KB, it is classified as a hot data [ ]. Otherwise, it is viewed as a cold data . We find that di erent workloads running on a fixed partitioning configuration exhibit distinctive partition utilizations (see the di erences between the two traces in Fig. ). Di erent utilizations lead to various levels of performance.
The conclusion is that a fixed partitioning cannot fit all workloads. Besides, even under a particular workload, partition utilization (i.e., an indicator of performance) may noticeably vary over time (see the Prn workload in Fig. ). The implication is that for a particular workload a fixed partitioning results in an unstable performance along the time. Due to the space limit, we only provide results of Motivated by our discoveries as well as analyses on the previous work, in this paper we first build a write cost model based on an analysis of garbage collection overhead in two partitions. Next, an FPGA platform is built to validate the accuracy of the model. The validated write cost model reveals that for each workload there always exists a best partitioning scheme that can deliver an optimal performance. Based on the model, we further develop a dynamic partitioning method, which optimizes the overall performance of a partitioned SSD via adjusting the capacities of its two partitions on the fly. It performs periodic evaluation on an SSD's overall performance according to current workload characteristics and partition utilizations. The evaluation results are used to guide how a GC operation is performed and how to re-allocate two partitions so that the overall performance is maximized.
Our workload-aware dynamic MLC-SLC partitioning method does not rely on a particular hot-cold data classification strategy. How to find an optimal hot-cold data classification strategy is out of the scope of this research.
Finally, to verify the e ectiveness of the workload-aware dynamic partitioning method, we integrate it into a new FTL called BROMS (Best Ratio Of MLC to SLC), which adaptively adjusts the capacities of two partitions according to the workload characteristics. Experimental results from a hardware platform demonstrate that BROMS improves the performance of a partitioned SSD up to the optimal o -line performance of a fixed partitioning. In this research, we make the following contributions:
• We analyze the overall write cost of a partitioned SSD.
A write cost model is built accordingly to reveal the relationship between an SSD's overall performance and partition utilizations.
• We use a hardware evaluation platform to evaluate the accuracy of the write cost model. We demonstrate that the errors between the values from the theoretical model and the results from the hardware platform are reasonable and the model is feasible.
• We propose a dynamic partitioning method to tune an SSD's partitioning toward an optimal performance onthe-fly. Multiple GC methods are provided to facilitate the adjustment of the capacities of two partitions.
• We develop a new FTL called BROMS that integrates the dynamic partitioning method. BROMS is implemented in a Linux kernel running on an SSD evaluation platform. We evaluate its performance on a hardware platform using real-world traces. Experimental results demonstrate that BROMS can improve the overall performance in terms of mean response time by up to % compared with a fixed partitioning approach.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we introduce the basic knowledge of flash memory and FTL. In Section , we analyze various costs. The write cost model is developed in Section . Section evaluates the model on a hardware platform. The BROMS FTL is presented in Section . Its performance is evaluated in Section . Section discusses the related work. Finally, we conclude our work with a summary and future direction in Section .
BACKGROUND
A flash memory consists of one or more flash dies with each having multiple planes. Each plane contains thousands of blocks and each block typically has to pages. The size of one page is usually -KB. Each memory cell of an MLC flash can store bits, which are logically separated into a least significant bit (LSB) page and a most significant bit (MSB) page. While reads and writes are performed on page level, erase is carried out on a block. programming an LSB page is straightforward, whereas programming an MSB requires an extra read to its corresponding LSB page and a refined length of programming voltage step [ , ] . Hence, programming an LSB page is much faster than programming an MSB page [ , ] . Usually, an LSB page is also called a fast page, while an MSB page is referred to as a slow page. The number of fast pages is equal to the number of slow pages. Due to the significant performance di erence between an LSB page and an MSB page, previous studies [ -] suggest that the MSB-LSB performance discrepancy can be exploited to improve the performance and endurance of SSDs.
Flash memory cannot be programmed before it is erased, which is known as the erase-before-write problem. A flash translation layer (FTL) hides such problem by adopting an out-of-place method [ ]. When a write request arrives, an FTL selects a pre-erased page for it and then marks the page with the old data as invalid. The invalid pages will be erased and reclaimed through a garbage collection operation. In addition, an FTL provides a wear-leveling mechanism to ensure that all cells in a flash memory experience a roughly equal programming/erase (P/E) cycle number. An FTL also manages a mapping table that translates a logical address from host to a physical address in flash memory.
ANALYSIS OF VARIOUS COSTS
A modern SSD normally provides some user-invisible overprovisioned blocks for bad block management and garbage collection. When an SSD is running out of free blocks, a GC process moves valid pages of victim blocks to the over-provisioned blocks and reclaims invalid pages. In a partitioned SSD, these over-provisioned blocks can be used by both partitions. Intuitively, a larger hot partition can provide a higher overall performance because most of data are served by fast pages. However, a large hot partition shrinks the capacity of the cold partition in an capacity-fixed SSD, which may increase the GC overhead of the cold partition. As a result, the overall performance may be reduced. To better understand the overall performance of a partitioned SSD, in this section we estimate various costs of a partitioned SSD from the partition utilization point of view.
Definitions and Assumptions
Since read tra c can be significantly reduced due to the extensive use of caching, write performance becomes the most important factor that a ects the overall performance of many storage systems [ ]. Especially, flash memory write latency can be times higher than its read latency, which makes the impact of read on the overall performance of an SSD trivial. Furthermore, the read latency of SLC is similar to that of MLC [ ]. Hence, to simplify our analysis we only model the write cost of a partitioned SSD. Experimental results on a hardware platform demonstrates that this simplified model is feasible and the errors between it and the hardware system is reasonable (see Section ).
Fig. shows a typical MLC SSD hot-cold partitioning. ◊ percent of total data are classified as hot data and sent to the hot partition. The hot/cold data classifier works ideally under a certain hot/cold data definition (e.g., data size). We assume that all flash memory devices are manufactured ideally so that there is no variation of write speed and reliability among all pages. A full page-mapping [ ] is used in FTL to get an optimal address translation performance. Let us assume that each block contains Np pages so that a block used in a hot partition consists of Np/2 pages (i.e., the number of fast pages).
Garbage Collection Cost
Unlike the garbage collection cost of an unpartitioned SSD [ , ] , in a partitioned SSD (see Fig. ) each partition maintains its own garbage collection due to di erent space management schemes and data updating frequencies [ , ] . Hence, the garbage collection cost models for an unpartitioned SSD [ , ] are no longer applicable. Furthermore, in a partitioned SSD, an adjustment of capacity of one parti- tion results in a change of garbage collection cost on both partitions because the capacity increment of one partition comes from the capacity decrease in the other partition. To derive the model for a partitioned SSD, we first analyze the GC cost for each partition. Next, the interplay between the hot partition utilization and cold partition utilization is studied to obtain an overall GC cost model. The cost of a garbage collection operation can be modeled from di erent angles. Desnoyers built a GC cost model for an unpartitioned SSD from a write amplification perspective [ ]. It does not take MLC-SLC partitioning into consideration [ ], and thus, it is not suitable for this research. We study the GC cost in terms of partition utilization, which serves as a bridge between the two partitions. A high utilization results in an increased garbage collection overhead as more valid pages have to be copied out from a victim block during a garbage collection. Thus, the garbage collection cost increases along with capacity utilization.
We assume that in a steady state the utilization of the hot partition and cold partition are µ h and µc, respectively. µ h and µc can be defined as follows:
where the S hot_d and S cold_d are the total sizes of hot data and cold data stored in each partition, respectively. The S hot_p and S cold_p are the capacities of hot partition and cold partition, respectively. If -percent of the SSD's total capacity is configured as hot partition, the capacities of the two partitions can be derived as:
where Stot is the total storage capacity. Clearly, µ h and µc are the average capacity utilizations. In the hot partition, we assume that a block erase cost and a page copy cost are Ce and C hot_pc , respectively. The C hot_pc contains a page read and a fast page write. During a garbage collection, all the valid pages in a victim block have to be first copied out to a free block. Therefore, the garbage collection cost of hot partition can be derived as:
Similarly, the garbage collection cost in the cold partition can be defined as:
Page Write Cost
After a garbage collection in the hot partition, there are
Ê available pages left in the free block. These pages can be used to serve upcoming write requests. The garbage collection cost is evenly distributed among these requests. Therefore, for each request in the host partition, its page write cost, C hot_pw , is:
where the C pf is the fast page write cost. For the same reason, the page write cost for cold partition can be defined as:
where the Cpa is the average page write cost of a block. Clearly, the page write cost is a function of the utilization. Moreover, the page write cost in a partition may vary due to di erent workloads and partition capacities. The average utilizations, µ h and µc, used in the above equations are the worst case value. This is because that a garbage collection typically chooses a victim block with the most invalid pages (i.e., the block with the lowest space utilization) to minimize it cost. Therefore, the utilization of a victim block, Â µ h or Â µc, could be lower than the worst case value (i.e., Â
The relationship between the utilization of a victim block and the worst case value has been derived as Equation ( ) by [ ]. It is proven to be true for both LFS and flash memory [ ]. We reiterate it here just for completeness.
By applying Â µc and Â µ h to Equation ( ), ( ), ( ), and ( ) the page write cost in the hot partition and cold partition can be evaluated, respectively.
Data Migration Cost
It is understood that the hot/cold data classifier may make a mistake due to the fluctuation of a workload. A portion of cold or hot data could be incorrectly tagged. Cold data are rarely updated. Hence, when they are sent to a hot partition, the blocks that store them may not be updated as frequently as others. These infrequently used hot partition blocks decrease the available space in hot partition. Therefore, a data migration scheme is employed in the partitioned SSD so that the mis-dispatched data can be moved back to the right partition (see Fig. ) .
For a page of hot data that has been mis-distributed onto the cold partition, the mis-distributing issue can be easily corrected without a data migration process. The hot data can be left on the cold partition until its update arrives, at which moment the update can be simply directed to the hot partition. For a page of mis-dispatched cold data, a data migration process is required to move it back to the cold partition because the chance of updating it later is small. Therefore, the cost of a page migration only covers the overhead of migrating a page of cold data from the hot partition to the cold partition. Usually a time-stamp based detecting method is used to find a mis-dispatching [ ]. A detecting process consumes processor time. Clearly, no matter how an SSD is partitioned, the cost of detecting a mis-dispatching is constant under a certain workload with a particular hot/cold classification standard. We do not include this constant software cost into the model as the speed of a modern processor is as much as three orders of magnitude higher than that of a flash write operation. Moreover, experimental results shown in Section . demonstrate that the amount of mis-dispatched data do not a ect an optimal partitioning configuration. Therefore, the software detecting cost can be safely ignored.
In a data migration process a piece of data is first read and then it is written onto another partition. Thus, the data migration cost of an SSD, Cm, is derived as follows:
where Cr and C cold_pw are the page read and write cost on cold partition.
THE WRITE COST MODEL

A Dynamic Partitioning Method
As having a fixed hot/cold partitioning for all applications performs sub-optimally, we propose a dynamic partitioning method that adjusts the capacities of two partitions on blocklevel to improve the overall performance of an SSD. One or multiple blocks in the cold partition can be dynamically transferred to the hot partition and vice versa. As a result, the capacities of the two partitions are re-sized (see Section ). At any given time, only one transfer can happen. After a cold block joins the hot partition, it is immediately transformed to a hot block as it behaves like other blocks in the hot partition. A hot block only utilizes its fast pages, whereas a cold block uses its all pages. Fig. illustrates an example of a cold-to-hot dynamic partitioning process, during which the block in the cold partition is transformed to a hot block. This section examines the relationship between two partitions under the dynamic partitioning method.
The initial hot and cold partition capacities are -Stot and (1 ≠ -)Stot, respectively (see Section . ). Let the steady hot and cold partition utilizations be µ h and µc, respectively. Assume that multiple blocks in the cold partition are transferred to the hot partition, and thus, the hot partition capacity is increased by S. Meanwhile, the space of the cold partition is reduced by 2 S (cold partition uses both MSB and LSB pages). After re-partitioning, the new hot partition utilization µ Õ h and the cold partition utilization µ Õ c can be derived by Equation ( ) and ( ), respectively:
The Equation ( ) can be rearranged as:
( ) Therefore, the relationship between µ Õ h and µ Õ c can be derived by combining Equation ( ) and ( ):
The Equation ( ) illustrates the relationship of changed partition utilizations in a dynamic partitioning process. The partitioning process, however, must follow one restriction: at any given time, the capacity of a partition must be larger than its data size. For example, as shown in Fig. the smallest hot partition capacity is S hot_d . Hence, the lower and upper bound of µ Õ h are:
Write Cost Model
Assume that ◊ percent of total data are classified as hot data. Also, assume that ⁄ percent of classified hot data are mis-dispatched. By combining equations ( ), ( ), and ( ), the write cost of an patitioned SSD can be represented as Equation ( ), which is a function of µ
After applying Equation ( ) to Equation ( ), C Õ overall becomes a function of µ Õ h . Note that Equation ( ) is the write cost model that will be used to derive an optimal partitioning under a certain workload. For example, assume that under a certain workload % data are hot data (i.e., ◊ = 0.3) and the proportion of mis-dispatched data is % (i.e., ⁄ = 0.01). Also, assume that in a steady state the initial hot partition utilization and cold partition utilization are all . (i.e., µ h = 0.8 and µc = 0.8). Thus, the ratio of hot partition capacity to cold partition capacity is 3/7. According to Equation ( ), µ h can be changed from its lower bound . to its upper bound . For an MLC SSD (see the legend of Fig. for its parameters) , its overall write cost is shown in Fig. . It is obvious that the write cost of the SSD exhibits a bathtub-shaped curve as µ h changes. An optimal point that delivers the lowest write cost is found when µ h is . . From left to right, µ h increases from . to (i.e., the hot partition capacity is continuously shrunk for the size of hot data remains unchanged). Near its lower bound (i.e., . ) almost all free blocks are given to the hot partition. As a result, due to the lack of free blocks the cold partition su ers from an extremely high GC overhead, which increases the overall write cost. When µ h increases from . to the point P1, free blocks are transferred from the hot partition to the cold portion, which lowers the GC overhead in the cold partition. As the GC overhead of the cold partition is the major contributor to the overall write cost in this µ h range, the overall write cost decreases quickly. From point P1 to P2, the overall write cost changes gently because the two partitions both have enough free blocks to perform garbage collections. Therefore, partitioning does not noticeably a ect the overall write cost. The width between P1 and P2 will be shortened if more data are stored because the number of free blocks is reduced. After the point P2 the GC overhead in the hot partition increases rapidly because most of free blocks have been transferred to the cold partition.
Model Feasibility Checking
To find the optimal point by the write cost model, parameters including hot data ratio, partition utilization, partition capacity, and flash memory specifications are essential. For a particular SSD, the flash memory specifications are constant. Other parameters, however, change over time. Hence, an SSD must be able to keep track of its working status so that Intuitively, when the total capacity of an SSD is fixed increasing its capacity of the hot partition should always lead to a better overall performance because more number of fast pages can be used. However, for a workload with a small size of hot data (e.g., % is hot data as shown in Fig. ) , our write cost model shows that increasing the hot partition capacity results in a performance degradation, which is counter-intuitive. The reason is two-fold. First, giving the hot partition more free blocks than needed cannot further improve its performance due to a small size of hot data. Secondly, enlarging the capacity of the host partition shrinks the capacity of the cold partition, which reduces the number of free blocks that it can use. As a result, the GC overhead in the cold partition noticeably increases. Overall, the SSD's performance is degraded.
Mis-dispatching degrades the overall performance because extra cost is needed to perform data migration. We vary the portion of mis-dispatched data in hot partition and evaluate their impact on page write cost under two di erent hot data ratios (see Fig. ) . A larger value of ⁄ indicates more mis-dispatched cold data. Two conclusions can be directly drawn from Fig. : ( ) The partitioning that delivers the lowest page write cost is not a ected by the amount of mis-dispatched data. When ◊ = 0.3 the optimal points are all at the place where µ h is equal to . . When ◊ = 0.5 the optimal points are all found when µ h is . . ( ) The impact of mis-dispatched data is larger when µ h is smaller. For example, in the case of ◊ = 0.3 as the amount of misdispatched data enlarges the write cost only increases by . % when µ h is . , whereas the write cost increases by . % when µ h is . . 
MODEL VERIFICATION
Evaluation Platform
System Configurations and Workloads
% of total capacity is reserved for garbage collection and bad block management. The rest part of the flash is broken down into two partitions. we assume that by default % of the rest part is used by the hot partition. We also assume that in a steady state each partition is used % (i.e., utilization is . ).
ComboFTL distributes requests according to their sizes. As suggested by [ , ] , KB is used in our experiments to classify hot and cold data. Three synthetic workloads (see Table ) are generated to mimic di erent I/O scenarios.
Evaluation Results
Fig.
shows the hardware evaluation results and the model prediction values under the three workloads. Two observations can be made: ( ) Results given by the hardware platform exhibit the same trend in performance change as that of model values. The overall system performance decreases when the hot partition capacity is either increased or decreased; ( ) The hardware evaluation results are consistently larger than the values given by the model. The gap between the two curves becomes larger when µ h leaves the optimal point that delivers the lowest page write cost. The di erences between the model values and the evaluation results are mainly due to the software cost on the evaluation platform. An FTL manages several data structures in memory and regulates multiple functionalities like garbage collection. When the hot partition capacity is shrunk, the garbage collection overhead is increased as more valid pages need to be relocated to a new place. Accordingly, the associated software cost is increased, which further enlarges the gap between the two curves. Similarly, the gap is also enlarged when the hot partition capacity is increased.
The optimal point of the hardware evaluation curve and the optimal point of the model curve are at the same µ h value in all the three scenarios. Therefore, the write cost model is accurate and can be used to find a partitioning configuration that delivers an optimal performance. For di erent FTLs and systems, the errors between the real performance and the model may vary. This, however, has no impact on finding the optimal point by the model.
THE BROMS FTL
In this section, a dynamic partitioning method that employs the write cost model is integrated into an FTL called BROMS (Best Ratio of MLC to SLC) to help an SSD achieve its optimal performance under various workloads. In BROMS, we choose the page-mapping table as an example to manage the two partitions in an MLC SSD. However, other types of mapping methods can also be used. To separate the two partitions, an FTL has to acquire prior knowledge about the layout of fast and slow pages within a block. Since such layout is fixed when a chip is designed and does not change over time, it is easy for an SSD designer to configure the layout information in an FTL.
The general architecture of BROMS is similar to that described in [ , ] . Thus, we will focus on the enhancement parts of BROMS and omit descriptions of already known implementation techniques such as bad block management and wear-leveling control. Fig. shows the high-level architecture of BROMS. Each request to the SSD enters the request queue. Next, the request classifier determines which partition is used to serve a request according to a request classification method. Note that the hot/cold data classification strategy is out of the scope of this research because the model does not depend on it. In BROMS a size-based classification strategy [ , ] is applied as an example. Other techniques to determine the popularity of a request can also be used in this FTL. BROMS manages the capacities of two partitions in a dynamic way. Adjusting the capacity of a partition is simply done by changing the maximum number of blocks that the partition can use. For each partition, BROMS maintains a partition head pointer, which points to a list of blocks. The length of the list determines the capacity of a partition. Switching a block from cold partition to hot partition can be done by deleting a block from the cold partition linked list and then inserting it to the hot partition linked list. The data placement module consults with the internal data structures such as mapping table to decide where to place a request and whether a GC operation should be invoked. If the size of free space in a partition reaches a predefined threshold, a GC is invoked to reclaim used blocks.
The GC operation selection module is responsible for executing GC operations. Conventionally, a GC operation chooses the block that contains the largest number of invalid pages as a victim block to minimize its overhead. When several blocks happen to have the same number of invalid pages the block that has experienced the smallest number of erase operations is chosen to lower the discrepancies of P/E cycles among blocks. Each of the two partitions has its own GC threshold and their GCs are invoked independently (see Fig. ) . Unlike a conventional GC, BROMS introduces two novel modules, partition resizer and cost predictor, to help an SSD perform GC operations judiciously. A GC operation consists of two processes: valid data moving and block erasing. After the victim block is erased, it is put back to the free block pool on the same partition to accommodate upcoming requests. In order to re-partitioning an SSD on-the-fly, three new types of GC operations are provided to replace the traditional "intra-partition" GC: ( ) A GC operation does not reclaim any used blocks. It simply grabs an erased block from the other partition. In this scenario, in each partition its capacity and utilization are all changed. ( ) Valid data in the victim block are moved to the other partition. As a result, the utilizations in two partitions will be changed after the GC. However, the capacity of each partition remains unchanged. ( ) A GC operation moves valid data within one partition and does not change the capacities of two partitions. This just likes a conventional GC operation and does not change the utilization of each partition.
The basic idea of GC selection is that before a GC is executed an after-GC performance evaluation for each GC option will be performed. The one that gives the lowest . ms write cost will be chosen and executed. The partition resizer estimates the above three choices by consulting with the cost predictor module. The write cost model illustrated in Section is implemented in the Cost Predictor. It takes current space utilizations as well as hot/cold data ratio as inputs and estimates the performance change based on the choice of a GC operation. After comparing the estimated costs of the three GC choices, the GC operation selection chooses the GC operation that leads to a better performance.
EVALUATION OF BROMS
Experimental Setup
To fully understand the impact of the dynamic partitioning method on performance, we implement BROMS in an SSD emulator, which is built on the Xilinx xupv -lx t FPGA evaluation board [ ]. The FPGA board connects to achannel flash daughter board. One MLC flash device [ ] is attached to a channel. Details of the platform is presented in Section . .
In our experiments, we use GB MLC flash memory devices [ ], which are the largest parts in hand at the time of this research. We reserve % of the total number of blocks to form an over-provisioned space. Initially, % of the rest flash capacity is allocated for the hot partition, while others form the cold partition. The detailed flash specifications is shown in Table . The ComboFTL [ ] serves as a baseline and is also implemented. Sixteen real-world traces are selected to evaluate the two FTLs. Fin and Fin are taken from OLTP applications running at two large financial institutions [ ], whereas the other traces that have di erent enterprise workload patterns are from the MSR Cambridge traces [ ]. Although most of the traces are collected from storage systems with a large capacity, their footprints are small. Further, we use a modulo function to re-map their addresses to our platform's address space so that each trace can fit in our evaluation platform. A size based data classification method is used and its default value is set to KB. are % and %, respectively, whereas the utilizations of hot partition is . % in hm_ and . % in prn_ . The high utilization in cold partition results in a high garbage collection overhead even though a lot of empty blocks still exist in hot partition. BROMS, however, is aware of such variation and intentionally transfers empty blocks from hot partition to cold partition so that the garbage collection overhead in cold partition can be reduced.
Experimental Results
For the hm_ , mds_ , and src _ traces, the footprints of them are too small so that no any garbage collection is invoked. In this case, the BROMS works almost in the same way as ComboFTL and no big di erence in performance is shown between BROMS and ComboFTL. For mds_ , updates exhibit a very high spatial locality. Hence, almost no valid pages need to be moved during a garbage collection. The number of garbage collections is the only factor that a ects the overall performance. In this scenario, the number of garbage collections is almost the same under the two FTLs, and thus, the performance of them is similar. Fig. illustrates the capacities of the hot partition in a steady state in ComboFTL and BROMS, respectively. For Fin and Fin , the capacity of hot partition increases to accommodate a larger hot data size (in Fin and Fin , more than % of requests are classified as hot data). In hm_ , prn_ and proj_ , the capacity of hot partition is largely shrunk (i.e., from % to . %, %, and . %, respectively) so that the GC overhead in cold partition is reduced.
We take hm_ as an example to illustrate how the dynamic partitioning method can improve the overall performance of an SSD. Fig. compares the performance, partition utilization, and hot partition capacity between ComboFTL and BROMS. In ComboFTL, the partition capacity remains unchanged throughout the entire experiment. The hot partition utilization stays at a low level (around %). The mean response time increases moderately at the begining of the experiments. However, as the valid data in cold partition increases consistently, the cold partition utilization is pushed to % (see Fig. b ). In this scenario, garbage collection in cold partition has to move a large number of valid pages even through plenty of empty blocks exist in the hot partition. Hence, the mean response time increases rapidly as shown in Fig. a . Fig. f shows the change of hot partition capacity in BROMS. When the utilization of cold partition is very low, BROMS intentionally moves some blocks from cold partition to hot partition so that the garbage collection overhead in hot partition is reduced. As the cold partition utilization continuously increases, blocks in the hot partition are transferred to the cold partition to reduce garbage collection overhead. Hence, the utilization of the cold partition keeps at a reasonable level. Although the hot partition utilization is increased compared with ComboFTL, the overall GC overhead decreases. Thus, the mean response time keeps at a lower level (see Fig. d ).
The overhead of a GC in the cold partition is much larger than that of a GC in the hot partition. The hot partition only uses fast pages so that % of its pages are empty. Besides, a fast page has a better programming performance, which reduces the overhead of a page moving. Hence, the dynamic partitioning method is more e ective in the scenario that the cold partition utilization is originally high, such as hm_ and prn_ . In Fin and Fin , most of their data are classified as hot data. Therefore, enlarging the hot partition only improves performance by . % and %, respectively. (see Fig. ) .
Using only fast pages in an MLC can also improve its endurance [ ]. Therefore, a partitioned SSD is more reliable than an unpartitioned SSD. However, the endurance improvement in a hot partition leads to an uneven wear out between the two partitions [ ]. The problem is addressed by a dynamic mapping method [ ], which can be readily integrated into BROMS. How to achieve an SLC-like performance from an MLC SSD becomes an attractive research topic. Chang proposed a hybrid SSD combining one SLC device and one MLC device [ ]. While the SLC part serves frequent updates, the MLC part receives less popular data. However, since each flash device has a fixed capacity, a dynamic partitioning between the two devices is not applicable.
RELATED WORK
As modern MLC flash can work in an SLC mode that delivers an SLC-like performance, recently a few research projects [ , ] et al. [ ] propose an MixedFTL and FlexFS for SLC/MLC combined flash memory, respectively. These two studies exploit the hotness of a piece of data. Data will be first written to the SLC region and then is moved into MLC region if there is no updates in a long time period. Hence, SLC partition su ers from a heavy write workload and a high migration cost.
CONCLUSIONS
MLC-based SSDs have been widely used in supercomputers [ , ] . In order to gain a better performance, a portion of an MLC SSD is used in an SLC mode and serves hot data only [ , ] . To understand the impact of a partitioning method on the performance of an SSD, we first conduct a group of experiments on an emulated MLC-SLC partitioned SSD using real-world traces. We find that di erent workloads running on a fixed partitioning configuration lead to various levels of performance. Besides, even under a particular workload, performance may noticeably vary over time. The conclusion is that a fixed partitioning normally leads to an inferior performance. To address this problem, we analyze the garbage collection cost in both partitions and then build a write cost model for an SSD. We demonstrate that for each workload there always exists a best partition configuration that o ers optimal overall performance. Next, we develop a dynamic partitioning method to adjust the capacities of two partitions on-the-fly so that the performance can be tuned towards an optimal point. Finally, we implement a new FTL called BROMS to demonstrate the e ectiveness of the dynamic partitioning method. Hardware-based experimental results show that BROMS improves the overall performance by up to % compared with ComboFTL. In current work, we apply a fixed step size (i.e., one block) to change partition capacity, which results in a slow response to the cost change. In the future work, we will analyze the impact of step size on the performance. Further, how to fast respond to the data size change will also be addressed.
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